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A Foray into an Unofficial Minecrafters Overworld Survivor Series and Beyond! 

Are you familiar with this game of construction and destruction? Friends and foes? Gain and 

Loss? Teamwork and individual challenge? Get ready! We will be reading fictional Minecraft 

adventures and doing activities inspired by each story. Archery figures prominently so we plan 

to have a session each week to fire at least one arrow at a target. Drinking milk is big too, along 

with cookies and cake! When it says “we’ll watch…”, it means in a video. 

Week 1  We’ll get Lost in the Jungle, learn how to tame an ocelot, build a “treehouse”, climb up 

a “vine”, walk a gravel road, learn about thunder and lightning, make “stained glass”, hear the 3 rules of 

survival, and more! 

Week 2  When Lava Strikes, we’ll be ready! We’ll learn about mining for emeralds, lava and 

volcanoes, and mine cars. We’ll play “lights out!”, “run or fry!”, and “truth or lie”. We’ll even go down a 

“mineshaft”! And more… 

Week 3   We’ll see who wins in Wolves vs Zombies,  construct an ice tower, transport a 

“pumpkin”, draw water from a “well”, eat golden apples, build a “snow golem”, learn about skeletons, 

play “speed rabbit”, and more! 

Week 4  We’ll Never Say Nether, build a ”Nether Portal” and a castle, drink a watermelon 

flavored “potion of regeneration”, go slo-mo in “soul sand”, return fire on a “ghast”, watch how flint is 

used to start a fire, and more! 

Week 5  We won’t heed The Witch’s Warning, but we’ll check out our greenhouse, experiment 

with making liquids bubbly, eat “magma cream”, build a stilted “witch hut”, make mushroom soup, 

make our own books, and more! 

Week 6  We’ll Journey to the End to find Elytra wings, assemble gliders, build an “End Ship”, 

plant vegetables, cool down with a “firework rocket”, watch a blacksmith create a tool, make bread, play 

“Endermen”, and more! 

Week 7   We’ll search for our Stolen Treasure, eat carrots and fish, follow a map, go “invisible”, 

play checkers, plan a celebration, hold “spider jockey” races, discuss how to apologize when we’re 

wrong, learn about diamonds, and more! 

Week 8  We’ll experience the Clash of the Withers, watch some pranks, pull some of our own, 

“travel in time”, have cookies for breakfast, give credit to whom credit is due, build a “farm”, plant some 

seeds, race ”chicken jockeys”, and more! 

Week 9   We’ll defend against the Zombie Invasion, take classes at “the Academy”, learn about 

who is trustworthy, eat cake, watch what TNT can do, defeat the “Ender Dragon”, encourage one 

another, build friendships, and more! 


